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Presented are switching field measurements of individual ferrimagnetic and insulating BaFeCoTiO
nanoparticles containing about105mB at very low temperatures (0.1–6 K). For temperatures higher than
0.4 K, the quantitative agreement with the Néel-Brown theory of thermal activated magnetization rever-
sal allowed us to identify unambiguously the magnetization reversal of uniform rotation. Below 0.4 K,
strong deviations from this model are evidenced which are quantitatively in agreement with the predic-
tions of the theory of macroscopic quantum tunneling of magnetization in the low dissipation regime.
[S0031-9007(97)04527-4]

PACS numbers: 75.40.Gb, 75.50.Cc, 75.50.Tt
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Observation of the quantum behavior of a macroscop
variable has remained a challenging problem [1]. Toda
only very few macroscopic systems show agreement w
theoretical predictions. Among them, there are Josephs
junctions and SQUIDs where quantum tunneling betwe
two macroscopically distinct current states has been o
served [2]. After a slow evolution during the last decade
macroscopic quantum tunneling (MQT) in magnetism co
stitutes a very rich and fascinating field of research.

In single-domain nanoparticles, strong exchange int
actions align the magnetic moments parallel to each oth
These particles can be described by a macroscopic or
parameter: the magnetic moment of the particle. Und
the effect of an applied field, the rotation of such a mome
can be described by an energy function having two minim
which correspond to the two states of opposite moment
rection. The energy barrier between these states is du
magnetocrystalline and/or shape anisotropy. At zero fie
this energy barrier (proportional to the particle volume)
much too high to observe magnetization reversal. Ho
ever, the barrier can be lowered by applying a magne
field in the opposite direction of the particle magnetiza
tion. When the applied field is close to the switching fie
H0

sw , for which the barrier vanishes, thermal fluctuation
can drive the system above the barrier. At very low tem
perature, it was shown theoretically that there is also t
possibility of tunneling through the energy barrier [3].

Until now, quantum tunneling of magnetization (QTM
was mostly studied by measuring the temperature dep
dence of magnetic relaxation after an abrupt change
the applied magnetic field. At high temperature, whe
energy barriers are overcome by thermal activation, ma
netic relaxation strongly depends on temperature. At lo
enough temperature, when thermal activation becom
extremely weak, magnetic relaxation should in princip
vanish. Nevertheless, this is not always the case and s
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eral systems relax almost independently of temperature
low temperature [4]. This phenomenon was sometime
systematically attributed to QTM. However, as pointe
out by Barbaraet al. in Ref. [4], too naive interpreta-
tions of relaxation experiments in complex systems ma
lead to spurious conclusions, especially when the expe
ments have been done down to 2 K only. In particula
power-law distributions of energy barriersnsEd ~ E2d

can simulate QTM [5]. Several processes giving suc
power-law distributions at low temperatures have bee
identified [6–9].

In order to avoid these complications, some groups trie
to study the magnetization reversal ofindividual single-
domain particles or wires. Most of these studies were
done by using magnetic force microscopy at room tem
perature [10]. To our knowledge, only three groups coul
study magnetization reversal of small particles and wires
low temperatures [11–13]. However, their measuremen
lacked the ability to identify the classical regime describe
by the Néel-Brown theory of thermal activated magnetiza
tion reversal [14] and showed that such small particles an
wires were still too complex (too large, defects due to su
face roughness, oxidation, etc.). The agreement with t
classical theory of Néel and Brown constitutes the preco
dition for the experimental observation of MQT.

In this Letter, we present single particle measuremen
on 10–20 nm particles of BaFeCoTiO. These particle
are single-crystalline disks with hexagonal contour. W
found that above 0.4 K, the magnetization reversal of the
particles is unambigously described by a thermally act
vated rotation of the particle’s moment over a well define
anisotropy energy barrier, as originally proposed by Né
and Brown [14]. At lower temperature, strong deviation
are evidenced which compare quantitatively to the pre
dictions of the existing MQT theory without dissipation.
Details on measuring technique, sample deposition, and
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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review of the Néel-Brown theory are reported in Ref. [15
and references therein.

The BaFe1222xCoxTixO19 nanoparticles have a strong
uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy depending on th
Co-Ti substitution [16]. We studied compositions with
0 # x # 0.8. The measurements presented in this Lett
were obtained withx  0.8.

In order to confirm the single-domain character of ou
particles, we studied the magnetization reversal of ea
particle as a function of the applied field direction. In
fluence of temperature and time on the statistics of t
magnetization reversal was studied bywaiting time and
switching fieldexperiments. Via the waiting time mea-
surements, we had direct access to the switching proba
ity. At given temperature, the magnetic field was increas
to a waiting field which was close to the switching field
Then, we measured the elapsed time until the magneti
tion switched. This process was repeated several hund
times, in order to obtain a waiting time histogram. Th
integral of this histogram gave the switching probability
Regarding switching field measurements, the applied fie
was ramped at a given ratey  dHydt, and the field value
was stored as soon as the sample magnetization switch
Then, the field ramp was reversed and the process was
peated. After several hundred cycles, switching field hi
tograms were established, allowing us to obtain the me
switching fieldsHsw and the widths (root mean square
deviation). Both types of measurements can be studied
a function of the applied field direction which is defined
by the angleu between the easy axis of magnetization an
the field direction.

In order to summarize the quasistatic magnetiz
tion measurements performed on a105mB BaFeCoTiO
nanoparticle, called particle I, we present in Fig. 1 th
angular dependence of the reversal fieldHsw . This de-
pendence fits to the famous Stoner and Wohlfarth astro
showing that the magnetization reversal is arotation at
the unison[17]. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy field
m0Ha, found by these measurements for particles with
Co0.8Ti0.8 substitution, is about 0.4 T.

Between 0.4 and 6 K, waiting time and switching field
measurements on all BaFeCoTiO nanoparticles were
complete agreement with the Néel-Brown theory: (i) ex
ponential probabilities of not switching with mean waiting
times following an Arrhenius law and (ii) mean switch
ing fields and widths of the switching field distribution
following the model of Kurkijärvi [18] [Eqs. (1) to (5)
in Ref. [15] ]. In Fig. 2, we demonstrate this agreemen
by a scaling plot ofHswsy, Td. For T . 0.4 K, the data
of Hswsy, Td could be aligned on the master curve be
ing a straight line. The adjustments allowed us to dete
mine all parameters of the model of Kurkijärvi, namely
E0 being the height of the energy barrier atH  0, H0

sw
being the switching field atT  0 K, and t0 being the
prefactor of the Arrhenius law [see Eq. (3) in Ref. [15] ]
Knowing these parameters, the model of Kurkijärvi pre
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FIG. 1. Switching fieldHsw su0d of the BaFeCoTiO particle I
as a function of the angleu0 measured between the applie
field direction and the in-the-SQUID-plane-projected easy a
of magnetization, atT  0.2 K. The continuous line is the
prediction of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. Note that the ea
axis of magnetization of this particle is out of the SQUID plan
by about 20± which leads to a rounding of the astroid nea
zero angle.

dicts the switching field distribution [the widths is given
by Eq. (5) in Ref. [15] ]. Again, a good agreement be
tween theory and measurements was found forT . 0.4 K
(Figs. 3 and 4).

This agreement could be confirmed by studying t
angular dependence ofE0 following the prediction of
the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [17,19]. The number o
spins S in the nanoparticle can be estimated byS ø
E0ys2mBm0H0

sw d. We foundS ø 105 and 106 for parti-
cles I and II, respectively. Finally, the angular dependen

FIG. 2. Typical scaling plots of the mean switching fieldsHsw
for particle I. The applied field was swept at an angle
u  79±. The measurements were done at field sweeping ra
y between 0.01–120 mTys and temperatures between 0.13
2.5 K. Insets: Same data ofHsw sy, Td and same scales but the
real temperatureT is replaced by an effective temperatureTp

which restores the scaling below 0.4 K (see Fig. 5).
4015
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the width of the switchi
field distribution s for m0dHydt  10 mTys and at three
different angles of the applied field for particle I of abou
105mB. Full points were measured on particle II of abou
106mB at u ø 20±. Lines: prediction of the Kurkijärvi model.

of t0 followed well the prediction of Coffeyet al. [20].
The phenomenological damping constanta from the
Gilbert’s equation could be found:a ø 1023 [21] which
corresponds to the low damping regime, expected
insulating particles and justifying the comparison with th
theory of QTM in the low dissipation regime.

Below 0.4 K several of the smallest particles showe
strong deviations from the Néel-Brown model. Thes
deviations were a saturation of the thermal dependen
of Hsw and s, and a faster field sweeping ratesy 
dHydtd dependenceHsw than given by the Néel-Brown
model (see Figs. 2 and 3). In order to investigate t
possibility that the low temperature deviations are du
to an escape from the metastable potential by MQT,
common method is to replace the real temperatureT
by an effective temperatureT psT d in order to restore
the scaling plot. In the case of MQT,T psT d should

FIG. 4. Switching fields distributions for several temperature
as a function of´  1 2 HswyH0

sw . The applied field was
swept at an angle ofu  79± and at a rate ofm0dHydt 
60 mTys. The lines are predictions of the Kurkijärvi mode
showing a good agreement forT . 0.4 K. All parameters of
the Kurkijärvi model were found by the scaling plot in Fig. 2.
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saturate at low temperatures. Indeed, we found that t
ansatz ofTpsT d as shown in the inset of Fig. 5, can
restore unequivocally the scaling plot demonstrated b
a straight master curve (inset of Fig. 2). The flattenin
of Tp corresponds to a saturation of the escape rateG

which is a necessary signature of MQT. As measuremen
at zero temperature are impossible, we investigated t
effective temperature at our lowest measuring temperatu
and defined the crossover temperature between therma
activated and the quantum regime byTc  Tp at T ø
0.12 K (see inset of Fig. 5).

The angular dependence of the crossover temperatu
of a ferromagnetic particle [22] was considered by sever
authors [23–25]. As the BaFeCoTiO particles have
strong uniaxial anisotropy and weak in-plane anisotrop
we compared our measurements by taking into accou
only uniaxial anisotropy [24]:

Tcsud ~ m0Ha´1y4j cotuj1y6s1 1 j cotuj2y3d21, (1)

wherem0Ha is the anisotropy field given in Tesla and´ 
s1 2 HyH0

sw d. The proportionally coefficient of Eq. (1)
is of the order of unity and depends on the approach
the calculation [25]. Our measured angular dependen
of Tcsud is in excellent agreement with this prediction
(Fig. 5). The normalization valueTcs45±d  0.31 K com-
pares well with the theoretical value of about 0.2 K. Thi
quantitative agreement of the crossover temperature v
sus an external parameter strongly suggests MQT in the
BaFeCoTiO particles.

Measurements on other particles with anisotropy be
tweenHa  0.3 and 1 T showed thatTcsud is about pro-
portional toHa. Furthermore, we found that, for a given
anisotropy fieldHa, Tcsud decreases for bigger particles
(see particle II in the inset of Fig. 5) which is also in
agreement with Eq. (1) asTcsud is proportional to´1y4

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the crossover temperatureTc
for particle I. The line is given by Eq. (1). The values are
normalized byTcs45±d  0.31 K. Inset: Effective temperature
T p as a function of the real temperatureT at three different
angles of the applied field. Full points were measured on th
particle II, of about106mB.
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(for a bigger particle,́ must be smaller in order to mea
sure a magnetization switching in the same time windo
which is fixed by the field sweeping ratey). Finally, the
width of the switching field distribution should be con
stant in the quantum regime which is also verified by o
measurements (Figs. 3 and 4).

The agreement with the Néel-Brown theory was o
tained recently for the first time on 20 nm Co particles o
similar quality [15]. However, no clear quantum effect
were found down to 0.2 K. This was not surprising fo
two reasons: (i) The calculated crossover temperature
such a particle is smaller than 0.2 K and (ii) the dissipatio
effects due to conduction electrons may strongly redu
quantum effects which should not be the case in insulati
BaFeCoTiO particles having a very small damping fact
a  1023.

The ultimate proof for MQT in a magnetic nanopar
ticle would be the observation of level quantization o
its collective spin state which was recently evidence
in molecular Mn12 and Fe8 clusters having a collective
spin stateS  10 [26]. In our case ofS  105, the
field separation associated to the level quantization
rather small: DH  Hay2S ø 0.002 mT. Future mea-
surements should focus on the level quantization of c
lective spin states ofS  102 to 104.
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